Regis (Reg) Bourget  JUNE 24, 1962 - JULY 12, 2016

On Tuesday, July 12, 2016, Reg Bourget of Rocky Mountain House, Alberta, suddenly passed away at the age of 54 years.

Reg is survived by his loving family, his parents Marcel and Solange (Sally) Bourget; brother Raymond (Lorna); sisters Monique and Claire; nephews and nieces Samuel, Josh, Michael, Debbie, Matthew, Meagan, Garrett, Colton and Alliks; aunts Rose, Irene, Blanche (Ron), Cynthia and Jinette; uncles Jean-Guy (Joyce), Olivier and Bernard; along with numerous great-nieces and great-nephews, cousins, and friends. Reg was predeceased by uncles Lionel, Bill and Jean-Paul.